34. CO CREATE
“ASK and it shall be given you; SEEK, and ye shall find;
KNOCK, and it shall be opened unto you. Holy Bible. Luke 11:9
If you are interested in a scientific understanding Google Dr Bruce Lipton, a
biologist, for his talk on the law of attraction and epigenetics.
Perception creates the mind. Thought attracts our reality. Stress, trauma and toxins
interfere with this and the immune system. Live a stress-free life with life-giving
beliefs. It’s easy, light and a delight. Love and accept yourself and your foibles first.

What sort of world are you co creating? How does it feel? Goodwill, humour
and acceptance? I invite you to quietly ponder, vision, draw and and write.

The new economy
The first great wave of human progress was the domestication of plants
and animals which enabled civilisation to form. The second great wave started
in 1750 with the industrial revolution and a “more stuff’ mindset. A crisis
driven economic transformation is grinding this to a halt . WHY? Because our
current economic mindset and systems depend on taking energy from the past
and ecological capacity from the future That is NOT sustainable.
The third great wave of human progress has begun. From outer
materialism to integrity, from Oil age to Solar and from wasteful, to living
richly within our human limits and the physical limits of this planet.

Let us accelerate the process to dismantle the old and build the new.
Coal, oil and gas industries are shutting down. Solar energy is growing.
That’s good. We want governments to tax stuff more and people less.
We want healthy jobs and good lives for people. We want democracy and
social stability. We want stress free lives with life-giving beliefs.
We are privileged to be here now, to be the ones who shape the future.
Amidst the chaos and crises, let’s keep our humour and goodwill as we focus on
our awesome task to co create the third great wave of human progress.
Each home, neighbourhood and town could become a microcosm of self
reliance and sustainability interlinked with neighbouring towns & cities.
Slowly but surely we can extricate ourselves from dependency upon corporate
monsters, ravenous banks & fossil fuels. All the while Transition & REconomy
could provide guidance & support for a different kind of economic system
where we once again have time to stop & talk, to listen, smell, touch, hear, feel
taste, see and appreciate life.
… with input from Paul Gilding
SEEK and find. ASK and receive. KNOCK and the door will be opened.

What sort of world are you co creating? How does it feel? What is your happy day?
I invite you to ponder, vision, draw and and write.
With love.
Skye
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